Comprehensive modeling of methanogenic biofilms in fluidized bed systems: Mass transfer limitations and multisubstrate aspects.
A cognitive model for anaerobic digestion in fluidized bed reactors is developed. The general pathway of the process is divided into five main reactions performed by different bacterial groups. Molecular diffusion of each substrate involved in the reaction scheme is described. Effectiveness factor calculations are performed in steady state for each bacterial group taken into account in the process. The case of a single substrate removal is discussed, and optimal biofilm sizes are found. Sequential substrate removal is investigated, and different kinetic regimes are characterized. The influence of biofilm size and primary substrate removal is discussed in the case of standard concentrations in the liquid phase. This study shows that, according to the theoretical model the limiting step of the process may be different and depends in a large way on mass transfer effects. Finally, importance of biofilm size is compared for acidogenic and methano-genic steps: each reaction is found to be optimized for different biofilm thicknesses. This result may be of interest for design purposes and further dynamic modeling. Concluding remarks concerning the validation of the model are made, and a comparison to experimental data from the literature is presented. (c) 1995 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.